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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Here are some tips on fixing a Ford heater problem. The
known problems range from no heat to heat on one side, low heat and all variations between.
Always start by checking engine coolant level. Low coolant will result in low heat or no heat. If
low, add coolant. Next, check the hoses to the heater core when the engine is hot. Both the
incoming and outgoing hoses should be HOT. The blend door actuator in a late model Ford
Heater is an electric motor with position feedback. It opens and closes the blend door to provide
the requested air temperature. The blend door actuator is controlled by the HVAC controller.
The controller also supplies a 5-volt reference signal to the blend door actuator variable

resistor. As the motor moves, the variable resistor provides a varying voltage reading indicating
position. Once calibrated, the controller knows the variable voltage readings for full open and
full close. Before you start replacing parts, you should know that the controller actually stores
trouble codes to point you in the right direction. The two most common blend door actuator
trouble codes are:. Test resistance on the variable resistor at the actuator Jumper the motor
connections at the actuator with fused battery voltage to move the motor. If you see those
voltages when commanding a temperature change that confirms the controller is working
properly. Refer to the shop manual for the different resistance values. Ford heater blend door
actuator wiring diagram. A problem with the variable resistor inside the blend door actuator, in
which case you must replace the actuator or,. Using a fused jumper wire, provide power and
ground to the actuator using the wiring diagram to see if the motor operates. However, you are
risking the cost of the actuator if the problem turns out to be in the HVAC controller. Buy a new
Ford blend door actuator. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most
cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to
refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit
diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into
your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Ford blend door actuator. Find this article useful?
Share it! Tags B B ford heater. Does your car heater blow cold or the air conditioner blow hot?
These are signs that a blend door actuator has gone bad. With a little help from our team of ASE
certified mechanics and about a half hour of your time you can replace this part to get your
climate control back working again. Or you can see what you are paying for when taking your
car in for repairs. A blend door actuator is made up of an electric motor that turns a plastic gear
set in one direction or another which is connected to an air control door pivot at the final drive
of the unit. An actuator can go bad in of two ways; first the electric motor can burn out
rendering the unit non-responsive so nothing changes when the temperature or vent mode
controls are moved. Next, the plastic gear set will become brittle and break which will
sometimes allow the unit to work while making a ticking or clicking noise and then stop. This is
a common problem in most car's heater and air conditioner systems. An air blend door actuator
is constructed from a plastic housing, a small electric motor and a plastic gear set. A door
position sensor is also incorporate into the unit to send feed back information to the climate
control computer. This actuator then moves temperature and air direction doors inside the
heater plenum box which are designed to control mode settings such as temperature, floor, mid
vent, defrost and fresh air or re-circulation modes. They also control hot and cold settings for
right and left passenger compartments. Your car's climate control computer gives an electrical
command to the actuator to start moving the actuator motor to change air direction modes. This
direction is according to the temperature chosen by the driver or passenger on dual climate
control systems. Most systems have three to four of these units placed in various areas around
the HVAC plenum that control mode operation and will vary by the car make and model. You
can get an OEM replacement actuator from Amazon for what the garages pay for them in most
cases. You will need a tool set including an 5. Using a small socket and ratchet remove the
mounting bolts that hold the under dash plastic cover on the passenger side. These screws can
be in obscure places so look around for them. Once you have located and removed all of the
mounting screws grasp the cover and gently pull it from the underside of the dash. This will
expose the heater box with various controls including any wiring. Here is what it looks like
when the glove box is removed exposing the blend door actuator for replacement. Here is a
typical right side temperature actuator used for dual climate controls also temperature for
signal mode units. This actuator hangs below the box which is one of the easier units to
replace. Begin by using a small screwdriver to release the wiring safety clip on the harness for
the actuator. These clips can be brittle and break so be gentle. Once released gently pull down
on the wiring connector and remove it from the blend door actuator. Inspect the connector for
rust or corrosion and clean as needed. Locate and remove the actuator mounting screws. There
should be two or three screws holding it in place. A small universal might be needed to help
remove the screws in awkward places. Once removed place the screws into a small container
so they don't get lost. Once all of the mounting screws have been removed the actuator should
become loose. Grasp the actuator and pull it from its mount to remove. Before installing the
new actuator it's a good idea to manually turn the blend door in both directions to ensure it is
not stuck which will cause the new actuator to fail. Grasp the door pivot and move it back and
forth to its full travel, it should move freely. If you cannot move the blend door an obstruction
has gotten in the way of the door movement which will make the new actuator fail. These
obstructions can include: pen, tooth pick, small toy or bubble gum to name a few. If the door is
stuck the heater plenum with need to be removed and the problem resolved before installing the
new unit. To test the blend door operation and too double check that you are changing the

correct actuator motor turn the blower motor on and work the door in each way. You will be able
to feel the air change temperature or vent level. Compare the bad actuator to the new unit. Be
sure to check the wiring harness connector terminals they should match identically. Now the
new part is ready to be installed. Install the new part in place as you insert the mounting screws
by hand. Be careful not to cross thread the mounting screws because they thread into the
plastic housing and can easily strip, do not over tighten. Once all screws are in place firmly
push the wiring harness connector back into the actuator. You should hear a click signaling the
correct installing of the connector. After the installation is complete double check your work
and reinstall the plastic cover. This can take some jostling to get the bolts holes lined up so
hang in there. Once the cover is in place start the installation of the mounting screws by hand,
once hand threaded install the remainder of the screws. Do not tighten the first screw you have
threaded in until all of the screws because it will make the remainder of the screws harder to
install. After cover has been re-installed start the engine to test the repair job by turning the
climate control on and moving the controls from hot and cold and from defrost to the mid and
floor positions to ensure the new actuator is working as it should. Begin by identifying the
problem either defrost, mid or floor, or temperature modes not working. Then locate and identify
the actuator to be replaced. These units can be either hanging in front of you or in a little more
obscure places such as on the side the HVAC plenum. Sometimes they can be located in
inconvenient places like the top of the heater box. These repairs can take a little longer because
more parts need to be removed to gain access to the actuator. You can use a repair resource
such as Mitchell1, a paper manual found on Amazon or a resource like Google images to locate
the particular area in which the actuator needs to be replacement. If you have any questions
about blend door actuators please visit our forum. If you would like to ask our community of
mechanics for advice please do so, we are happy to help. How to Replace a Blend Door
Actuator. Do you hear a ticking noise from your dash when the ignition key is on? What Goes
Wrong? How Does It Work? Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Password Forgot Password? Join Us!
Join Date: Nov Posts: Join Date: Jun Posts: 2. Your posts were most helpful and I replaced a
blend door actuator today on my '07 Ranger. Problem solved, but when the actuator moves the
door to the "heat" side, it seems to try and keep "running" like it isn't completely stopping The
blendor door moves freely and the actuator stops correctly when activated outside the box. I
can back the blend selector switch of a tad bit and the noise stops. It kinda seems like the door
is closeing against the foam seal and prevents a complete sense of stopping. Not a big deal, but
I don't want to keep eating up actuators if I can help it. Anyone else experience this kind of
activity? Join Date: Oct Replaced my lend Door Actuator today and this video was beyond
helpful. As for the third screw in the back Replace Blend Door Actuator. The takers outvoted the
producers". Originally Posted by 07RangerDanger. Join Date: Aug I spent an hour trying to get
one of these out at the yard today, with no luck, I wish I had known the back screw wasn't
needed, I think I'll weld an 8mm socket on a thin piece of steel strip, once it is loose enough I
think I can back it the rest of the way out by hand. I also noticed that the vacuum actuator
attached under there doesn't work, so I grabbed one of those, I hope it's not a control issue. I'll
hook it up to a gauge tomorrow and cycle through the settings, on at least one I should have
vacuum there. Posts: 1. My blend door stays in the position whereby all I get is heat except for
max air. Since the heater control valve is vacuum to close, what would be wrong with using a
rubber band or an electric tie to keep it in the closed position as a temporary fix during warm
weather? Does anyone know if this would harm the system an any way? I did the nail fix on
mine yesterday. Took about 15 minutes. Works great. If it fails again , I'll do the Heater Treater
fix. Join Date: Mar Originally Posted by Larry Thanks to everyone for their help. I bought an
actuator one on line for about 30 dollars and was able to replace the old one. I'm sure that all of
you, like me, have cuts about an inch below the knuckle of your index fingers that you acquired
getting that back screw out. While getting that back screw out, I lost an 8 mm socket. Does
anyone have any ideas as to how to get it out or is it now part of my truck? I tried attaching a
magnet to a wire, that I passed down the opening, but didn't catch anything. I also took off the
blower from under the hood, but that didn't do anything either. First Post Rookie poster and
mechanic and I have to thank the thread. After checking heaters hoses to heater, verifying
vacuum , changing out the thermostat, and finally following this thread and changed out the
HVAC Door Actuator my Ford Ranger now has heat again. Thanks again!!!! Interested to see if
anyone knows where in that "black hole" the sockets landed. Join Date: Apr Posts: 1, Originally
Posted by 4bangerxl. I've gotta do mine now Mine just went out recently Find all posts by
Undrstm8ed. Replaced Blend Door Actuator Today. User Name. Remember Me? Forgot
Password? Ranger Pictures. Social Groups. Mark Forums Read. Page 2 of 2. Thread Tools. Join
Date: Nov Posts: View Public Profile. Send a private message to austinranger Find all posts by
austinranger Join Date: Jun Posts: 2. Send a private message to 07RangerDanger. Find all

posts by 07RangerDanger. Join Date: Oct Posts: Send a private message to jesscott Find all
posts by jesscott Join Date: Aug Posts: Re: Replaced Blend Door Actuator Today I spent an
hour trying to get one of these out at the yard today, with no luck, I wish I had known the back
screw wasn't needed, I think I'll weld an 8mm socket on a thin piece of steel strip, once it is
loose enough I think I can back it the rest of the way out by hand. Send a private message to
lostforawhile. Find all posts by lostforawhile. Join Date: Aug Posts: 1. Send a private message
to norman Find all posts by norman Stickbuilder Liking the Ford Ranger Forum. Send a private
message to Stickbuilder. Find all posts by Stickbuilder. Join Date: Mar Posts: Quote: Originally
Posted by Larry19 Thanks to everyone for their help. Send a private message to mattsfx4. Find
all posts by mattsfx4. Join Date: Oct Posts: 1. Send a private message to bali. Find all posts by
bali. Undrstm8ed Habenae Est Dominatus. Join Date: Apr Posts: 1, Send a private message to
Undrstm8ed. Visit Undrstm8ed's homepage! Similar Threads. Is it the blend door? Need door
lock actuator help. Symptoms of Blend door actuator fix, but no success. Door lock actuator
Password Forgot Password? Join Us! Join Date: Feb Posts: Blend door or Actuator Problem.
Hey Guys, Just yesterday after using AC all day, then today i noticed that AC was blowing hot,
not just warm like it wasnt cooling down but actual hot air. After fooling around with it for a bit i
noticed that max AC is still working fine, and after a bit of reading online and shit im thinking its
either the blend door or the actuator, hopefully the actuator. Is there any way for me to tell
which is the issue before i buy anything? If i take the actuator out of the dash but leave it
plugged in will the arm still spin when i turn the knob for ac? Join Date: Sep Posts: 7, Re: Blend
door or Actuator Problem. Originally Posted by stevebutt I had the glovebox out yesterday just
to look at and see if it was just unplugged but never realized you could see it turning without
taking it out. I'll give that a try. You can probably put your hand on it and feel it moving too. Join
Date: Nov I have the same problem with my 96 Ranger XLT. Anyway, I was able to remove the
actuator, just pinch pins not screws , left it plugged in and checked and see if it worked, and the
arm didn't move. So I'll replace it and go from there. Don't think there's a fuse for the heater
actuator is there?? I think it is a blend door problem but before I cut open the housing I want to
be sure. Last edited by Maffew; at PM. If it wiggles, the upper shaft is broken. From what I
understood the upper plastic shaft is the weakest between the motor and where it attaches to
the blend door. So I cut a hole in the bottom after buying a dremel tool, which took all of 60
seconds. That was fairly easy. However my door had the notorious "half break" which mean it
didn't just drop out. I had to take a pair of pliers and tweak the door near the bottom hinge until
it cracked and came out. I have still not figured out how to get the new door back in. After
finagling the top of the door into the heat exchanger area, I was able to get the bottom hinge in.
But there's a lip on the top of the plenum that is keeping the part where the actuator plugs in
from sliding into the top hole. If you have successfully installed the door this way, I would love
some suggestions. Maffew, Which replacement blender door kit did you get?? Also, save the
piece that you cut out, you can glue it back in instead of using the silly duct tape that comes in
most replacement kits. Just use the duct tape to hold the cut out portion in place till the glue
dries Join Date: Jun Posts: 1, The top piece is all metal. So here's a tip: Let the heater core
warm up a bit before trying to install the new door. It's been in the low 40's here and so before I
decided to do anything destructive I drove around a bit to get the heater core to warm up a little.
I let the car sit in the driveway off for a little while, and when I came back out to work on it, the
plenum was JUST flexible enough to let me squeeze in the new door. I would never wish this
silly repair on anyone. Thanks for the additional help. Maffew, Excellent!! Glad to hear that you
had success with it!! Just use the duct tap to use to hold the cut out portion in position and
"spot glue" it. Wait for the spotting glue dries and continue to spot glue till you completely fill
the cut. If you just use the duct tape to seal the cut out area, you'll end up having to replace the
duct tape once every other month. Again, Congrades. Thread Tools. User Name. Remember Me?
Forgot Password? Ranger Pictures. Social Groups. Mark Forums Read. Join Date: Feb Posts:
Blend door or Actuator Problem Hey Guys, Just yesterday after using AC all day, then today i
noticed that AC was blowing hot, not just warm like it wasnt cooling down but actual hot air.
View Public Profile. Send a private message to stevebutt Find all posts by stevebutt FireRanger
Blinded by the light. Join Date: Sep Posts: 7, Re: Blend door or Actuator Problem Quote:
Originally Posted by stevebutt16 If i take the actuator out of the dash but leave it plugged in will
the arm still spin when i turn the knob for ac? Send a private message to FireRanger. Find all
posts by FireRanger. Re: Blend door or Actuator Problem cool thanks. Re: Blend door or
Actuator Problem You can probably put your hand on it and feel it moving too. Join Date: Nov
Posts: Send a private message to stedman. Find all posts by stedman. Maffew Liking the Ford
Ranger Forum. Join Date: Sep Posts: Send a private message to Maffew. Find all posts by
Maffew. Re: Blend door or Actuator Problem when you removed the actuator motor, did you try
to move or wiggle the blend door shaft?? Re: Blend door or Actuator Problem seems pretty

wobbly. Re: Blend door or Actuator Problem So I cut a hole in the bottom after buying a dremel
tool, which took all of 60 seconds. Join Date: Jun Posts: 1, Send a private message to cvar. Find
all posts by cvar. Re: Blend door or Actuator Problem stedman - got a kit from Dorman's. Re:
Blend door or Actuator Problem Woohoo! Similar Threads. Replaced Blend Door Actuator
Today. How do I test the blend door actuator? Symptoms of Blend door actuator fix, but no
success. Door lock actuator Well, I just got done fixing my heat in my 2. My heat had randomly
and suddenly went out on me. First, I made sure to track down all electrical and vacuum
connections after I lowered the dashboard, to make sure that it was nothing mechanical or
electrical. When I messed around with my intake earlier in the season, I may have accidentally
disconnected the vacuum supply for the coolant valve for the heater core. This was located by
the header on my 2. Gotta have this to even get heat in the heater case. Also, the different vents
are operated by vacuum connections. What may be the problem and maybe you should check
before ordering a new heater core, just in case is if the blend door is functioning properly. There
is a white case that houses a motor and some gears, that operates the blend door according to
the blend fader on the dashboard. This left my blend door stuck in all-cool mode. The in-dash
heater case is held on with four bolts. Two are on the blower-motor case in the engine bay.
Make sure to take both of these bolts off! It took me a while to figure that out! There is another
bolt in the very center of the firewall, just behind the engine block. It was a big pain to get to.
There is also one in the passenger compartment, under the dashboard. When you reinstall the
dash, lower the glove compartment all the way, and make sure the blue vacuum plug and the
connector for the blend door motor are installed. I hope this helps a little. The blend door
problem is common on the Ford Ranger as well as some of the other Fords. The blend door
controls air flowing through AC evaporator and diverts it into the vent system or through the
heater coil, or any combination in between. The doors are controlled by a stepper motor. The
issue with the system is that the system has to calibrate itself and find the end points of
movement before the computer can understand the two closed positions and regulate the
temperature. The photograph shows the blend door actuator motor for the Ranger. The fan gear
is connected to the blend door and the motor is capable of moving the fan between the
constraints of stopping against the motor case. The fan is a 90 degree fan. When it moves
between the two stop points, it has 90 degrees of movement capability. The motor is capable of
moving the door through a 90 degree arc, but the door hits the extents of movement at 50
degrees. The net effect is that the plastic doors have to absorb the force of the motor driving to
a stall point. The motor is geared to move the doors slowly and with a good amount of force.
The door has to withstand the force of stopping the motor, and like bending a coat hanger back
and forth, will eventually break. You can access the actuator motor by fully opening the glove
box squeeze the sides of the box and pull out. The motor is located on top of the heater box
behind the glove box door. There are two motor attachment schemes used on Ford. The older
models used screws mounting the motor directly to the plenum box. These are easy to remove.
There is a third screw that is directly behind the white connector socket that has to be removed
with a thin profile ratchet. Remove the three screws and pry up on the motor to remove it. The
second attachment method used on later models is a plastic housing that is screwed to the
heater box with a plastic pinch attachment that the motor fits on to. The motor is removed by
prying up first on the front of the motor and when the front connector releases, pry up on the
back connector directly under and behind the white electrical connector. The motor will just pop
out. The picture of two blend doors shows the two most common fail modes. In one the motor
connector splits, leaving half of the axle connector. In the other failure, the motor connector
breaks completely off. The split failure is shown from the top. Once you have removed the
motor, you can check by feel or with a mirror to see if the axle is completely broken off or has
half remaining. Either fail mode indicates a broken blend door. If either of the fail modes is
evident, this is a conclusive diagnosis that the blend door needs to be replaced. This can only
be attempted with the split axle fail mode. Another reported fail symptom is a clicking sound
coming from behind the glove box. This occurs when the motor gears get out of alignment and
are slipping against each other, making the noise. Sometimes you can make it stop by pushing
down on the back of the motor and getting the gears to catch. The failure usually occurs with a
broken blend door that allows the motor to get out of alignment and twist slightly, causing the
gears to disengage. The first step is to remove the actuator motor and check to see if you have
a split or broken connector or no problem at all. Access the motor by fully opening the glove
box and looking for the motor on top of the heater box in the upper left hand corner of the glove
box opening. Refer to Fig. Note that the photo is taken on a box that has been removed from an
Explorer to get a clear view of the axle. You can use a small mirror or just feel the hole in the top
of the box where the motor axle extends into the box. If the axle is completely broken, there will
be no remnants of the door connector visible. If the blend door connection looks like Fig. For a

completely broken axle, the blend door needs to be replaced. The motor connector shown in
Fig. Looking down at the connector, the right angle of the remaining portion of the connector in
Fig. The trick is to get a nail through the axle to contact the two edges of the remaining half
connector as shown below. The nail is placed through the axle, contacting the two sides of the
remainder of the connector. Rotation is achieved by constraining the broken axle against the
heater box opening and turning the motor axle. Note that the nail is shown going through the
axle from the lower left to upper right of the dog house.
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This forces the lower right corner into the connector as it was originally positioned before the
connector broke. The standard fix found on the internet positions the nail as shown below. Our
best estimation is that this fix will kinda-sorta-almost-sometimes work. We have no way to
conduct long term reliability assessments, so cannot make any statements about the life or
potential damage that could be done by the nail fix. One concern is that the axle is not held
securely in the center of the blend door connector. This will allow the axle to have some
deflection from rotating about a constrained center point. The motor gears are designed to
provide rotational force to the axle. In our best estimation, the forces generated by the motor
during the calibration cycle that caused the original problem of a broken axle will most likely
also cause this fix to fail over time. We would consider this to be a temporary fix at best. There
is someone making a metal replacement door. More Articles:.

